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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report is intended to outline all relevant background information, decisions, and design direction for
our senior project at California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo. We will be designing netzero, affordable housing to compete in the attached housing division of the 2021 Department of Energy
Solar Decathlon. With the increased urgency of climate change and focus on sustainability in construction,
the importance of designing a net-zero structure is very apparent. Because there is a great need for
affordable and sustainable housing in Watts, CA, we will be tailoring our design to meet this community’s
needs. Details of the Solar Decathlon competition, the need for sustainable, affordable housing, and the
various mechanical systems such as, plumbing, HVAC, and power systems are detailed below in the body
of the report. Additionally, the process of creating the initial concept design is outlined as well.

IX

1. INTRODUCTION
We are a group of five mechanical engineering seniors at California Polytechnic State University, San Luis
Obispo competing in the 2021 Solar Decathlon put forth by the US Department of Energy as our Senior
Project. We are also joined by three students from the Architecture department, two students from the City
and Regional Planning department, and one student from the Construction Management department. This
annual competition challenges students to design a net-zero structure in one of seven divisions: suburban
single-family, urban single-family, attached housing, mixed-use multifamily, elementary school, retail
building, and office building.
As we design a high-performing net-zero building, we must integrate the building science principles and
best practices for the building envelope and mechanical systems. This design challenge evaluates our
project across ten separate contests: architecture, engineering, market analysis, durability and resilience,
embodied environmental impact, integrated performance, occupant experience, comfort and environmental
quality, energy performance, and presentation. Our design must be an original design, an improvement of
a new design for a Design Partner, or a retrofitting of an existing building. In addition, local, state, and
national codes or standards governing topics such as fire protection, ADA requirements, seismic
requirements and other specifics must be considered as we are developing the structure.
Our team’s interest lies in creating affordable and compact housing for low-income individuals within Los
Angeles County. We originally decided to design an urban single-family home in empty government owned
lots within the county. This housing unit would serve as transitional housing dedicated towards aiding those
who have been experiencing homelessness in the city. However, upon further research and consultation
with architecture students and professionals, we decided to modify our project scope and pursue the design
of an attached housing building with a daycare. This housing will be tailored towards working single
guardians in the Watts area. This report details the necessary background information, scope of our project,
and our process to accomplish this.
We have interviewed several professionals and experts on various aspects of the structure. We spoke to
Lawrence Sun, a Mechanical Engineering professor at Cal Poly who specializes in HVAC systems and has
decades of experience in the industry. He discussed the possibility of using a geothermal heat pump and
explained the basics of selecting a residential HVAC system. We connected with Jason Freeman, a sales
engineer at DMG, to select the mechanical equipment of our building. We also met with Margaret Kirk, a
former architect and professor of Architecture at Cal Poly. She has experience with building small urban
housing and offered us advice about selection of location, zoning codes, and structure of our design process.
Hisham Assal provided us with information about an existing sustainable house in our area as well as
information about how building codes would affect our design process and analyzing energy impact.
Additionally, we met with Jacques Belanger, a Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Professor with decades
of experience in the renewable energy industry. He advised us to focus on solar photovoltaic power systems
rather than solar thermal due to its increasing affordability and guided us in our energy consumption and
production calculations.
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2. BACKGROUND
2.1 CUSTOMER NEEDS
There is a great need for affordable housing in California. 27% of the United States’ homeless population
resides in California. Homelessness in this state increased by more than 22% over the last decade. Between
2018-2019 alone, homelessness increased by over 16%. Most of this strain occurs in the major cities, like
Los Angeles or San Francisco. Rent burden is defined by renters spending more than 50% of their household
income on rent; major California cities have higher rates of severe rent burden than the average United
States metropolitan area. As of 2019, California is experiencing a shortage of 1.4 million affordable homes
[1]. According to the California Poverty Measure in 2018, about 18% of families lacked resources to meet
their basic needs due to a low annual income of about $35,000 [2].
Watts, California is a neighborhood of Los Angeles located in South Central Los Angeles. It faces several
social and economic issues and has historically experienced significant periods of unrest. It has one of the
highest population densities of the county at 17,346 people per square mile, very low household income at
a median of $25,161, and very low rates of higher education among residents with about 2.9% of residents
older than 24 having a four-year degree. Importantly, it also has one of the highest rates of single parentage,
with 38.9% of families being headed by a single parent [3]. This puts significant strains on the already
stressed community.
The community in Watts also faces issues with affordable housing. In recent years, Los Angeles County
has experienced a significant housing shortage, driving up rent prices. The area has seen a surge in jobs
since recovering from the 2008 recession, but this has not been matched with a surge in housing construction.
This particularly impacts lower-income neighborhoods and leads to displacement of these individuals.
Between 40% and 50% of households spend at least half their income on rent, as seen in the map seen in
Figure 1 [4].
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Figure 1. Map of Los Angeles County Depicting Affordable Housing Crisis
In 2015, California passed the Clean Energy and Pollution Reduction Act, also known as Senate Bill 350.
This bill outlines clean energy, clean air, and greenhouse gas reduction goals [4]. Even though more than
50% of all California homes have central or room air conditioning, air conditioning is a very small overall
contributor to energy consumption. As seen from Figure 2 below, space heating, water heating, and
appliances, electronics, and lighting make up a majority of California’s energy consumption [5]. To reach
the clean energy, air, and greenhouse gas reduction goals outlined in SB 350, California needs more homes
using renewable energy rather than natural gas, ethically and responsibly sourced construction materials,
and more energy efficient temperature control methods. To see the breakdown of California’s energy usage,
refer to Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Graphics Describing Consumption by End Use

2.2 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
The Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems of a residential building account for about
half of a structure’s total energy consumption [6]. Therefore, the decisions made regarding this system will
be a major concern during the design process. Given that the building should be net-zero, HVAC systems
that utilize renewable energy without drawing significant power from the main power supply would be
advantageous. These systems include geothermal heat pumps and absorption cooling systems. Geothermal
heat pumps, also known as water-cooled systems, operate very similarly to the traditional air-cooled HVAC
systems. However, instead of rejecting heat to the air they reject heat through underground pipes installed
beneath the structure or in the yard [7]. Absorption cooling systems use large amounts of thermal energy
input to power a generator and absorber, rather than a small amount of high-grade mechanical energy to
power a compressor. These allow for the use of solar energy usage but are more expensive and require more
space for the additional piping and components of the system [8]. Although these systems offer creative
solutions for our net-zero design, they are newer in the field of HVAC and tend to be more expensive than
traditional air-cooled vapor compression systems.
One of the many HVAC systems that could be used to minimize the load is a ductless mechanical system
which have become more popular in the market. There is a great energy saving potential in using a ductless
system. It allows for space-by-space heating and cooling, allowing energy consumption to decline by
conditioning necessary spaces only. Additionally, fewer losses are experienced in this system since air will
not leak out of ductwork. A study conducted on 24 homes with ducted systems in California discovered
that the thermal delivery efficiency is about 64% [9]. Through the study, researchers discovered that
ductless systems with the same efficiency could reduce the HVAC energy consumption by about 20% [9].
Although HVAC energy consumption is decreased, ductless split systems have a higher initial cost. The
placement of these systems is also crucial to the efficiency of the system; if it is installed in cooler climates,
backup heating is required.
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The National Institute of Standards and Technology conducted research on various types of HVAC systems
comparing the energy, comfort, and performance of commercially available HVAC systems. Through the
research, the most efficient system with a net zero outcome was an air-source heat pump with a heat
recovery ventilation. This would decrease the amount of energy used to bring the outdoor air temperature
to match the ambient room temperature.
To achieve net zero housing, building energy demand must be minimized and on-site renewable energy
generation must be maximized. Although the different types of HVAC systems mentioned above are
important for net-zero housing, the appliances, controls, and occupant behaviors are crucial to the net
amount of energy consumed in the home. Optimizing gains and losses by utilizing the climate through
passive design strategies is the best approach for low-cost, net-zero housing. Specific criteria to focus on
are thermal insulation, airtightness, optimized orientation and shape, and solar shading.

2.3 PLUMBING
Sustainable plumbing systems will be utilized in the design of this structure. The key considerations in the
design of sustainable plumbing are energy efficiency, sustainable or recycled materials, and water
efficiency. The use of components that utilize less energy will improve energy efficiency. Using sustainable
or recycled materials is more difficult in plumbing systems than in other aspects of construction but can be
done to a certain degree. For example, it is possible to obtain recycled copper piping or plastic piping that
has recycled lining. Water efficiency of a system can be achieved by choosing components that consume
less water as well as introducing components to recycle water [10]. The field of water efficient technology,
such as shower heads, sinks, dishwashers, and washing machines, has been expanding in recent years due
to a shifting focus in the industry towards sustainability. Therefore, there is a wealth of water-saving options
currently on the market [12].
One sustainable method to reuse water in a household is by implementing a greywater system. An average
California resident uses 85 gallons every day, so adding in a greywater system could help conserve water
[13]. Greywater is categorized into two loads: low-load, originating from showers, bathtubs, hand
washbasins, and high-load, originating from washing machines [12]. The idea behind a greywater treatment
is to recycle the water from these sources to mulch basins and other types of irrigation needs. Because
reclaimed water is being used, it is important that the greywater fulfills four criteria: hygienic safety,
environmental tolerance, economic feasibility, and no loss of comfort to the users [14].
2.4 POWER SYSTEMS
Solar panels will be installed on the roof of the home we design or on the surrounding land. There are two
kinds of solar power generation systems: photovoltaic (PV) and thermal. In a commercial setting,
concentrated solar thermal systems, or CSP, use the radiation from the sun to heat up a fluid (typically water
or air), which drives a heat engine and electric generator to produce AC power [15]. For residential settings,
they are used to heat water for homes. CSP systems store energy by using thermal energy storage
technologies. CSP systems take up less roof space than PV systems because of their superior efficiency
converting energy. CSP systems convert about 90% of the radiation it receives into heat energy, whereas
PV cells convert about 15-20% of the radiation to electricity [16]. Photovoltaic solar panels rely on the
photovoltaic effect to generate DC power. Usually, this DC power gets converted to AC using inverters.
Due to the photovoltaic cells producing power directly from the sun’s radiation, it is much harder to store
the energy compared to CSP [15]. California has adopted a “net-metering” policy allowing solar PV owners
to sell excess electricity back to the grid. This allows for homeowners to potentially make money on days
where they produce more energy than they consume.
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Figure 3. Arrangement of Solar Panels for Various Sun Positions
There are many kinds of solar thermal systems with a variety of uses. Solar water heaters are a cost-effective
way to produce hot water and can be used in any climate. The two kinds of solar water heaters are active
solar water heating systems, which use pumps to move water through a home, and passive heating systems.
Based on the California climate, the active system most useful is the direct system. Direct active circulation
systems circulate water through the collectors to heat the water and distribute it through the home. This
design is good for warm climates, where the water has little chance of freezing. On the other hand, passive
systems are less expensive, last longer, and can be more reliable than active systems [17]. Solar thermal
panels may also be combined with other energy saving methods to drastically reduce household energy
consumption. In Spain, radiant surface conditioning systems were combined with solar thermal panels and
solar cooling systems for residential homes to reduce the annual energy demand by 69.47% [18].
Photovoltaic solar arrays also have a wide variety of designs and uses. To maximize the amount of solar
power generation in crowded cities, there was a multilevel solar panel system designed in India shown
above. This design minimizes the floor area of the panels. By shifting each panel horizontally by half the
panel width, the panels on the lower levels do not get shaded by the ones above them. This design harnesses
18.6% more energy and has 33% less area than a conventional 3 fixed panel array [19]. An improved fourmodule reconfigurable PV array-based water-pumping system was developed for rural areas in 2018. The
four panels are connected to a switch network that arranges the panels in any of the three configurations
depicted in Figure 4 based on the operating conditions. This reconfigurable PV array, or RPVA, produced
about 33% more energy and increased pumping time by two hours when compared to other PV pumping
systems. This RPVA design is highly reliable for areas without energy storing capabilities [20].

Figure 4. Three Configurations of PV Pumping System
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After speaking with Jacques Belanger, we were advised to use solar PV for our home rather than solar
thermal due to the government incentives, lower initial cost, and wider range of use. The federal solar tax
credit, or investment tax credit, reduces the amount of income tax a person pays at the end of a tax year by
22-30% of the total cost of installation of a solar PV system between January 1, 2006 and December 31,
2021. Expenses applied to the tax credit include costs for the panel themselves, contractor labor costs for
preparation and assembly, inspection costs, energy storage devices, and balance-of-system equipment
including wiring, inverters, and mounting equipment []. Given that California has one of the highest income
taxes in the nation, this tax credit is a huge benefit to installing solar PV. Though solar thermal systems
have such a high efficiency compared to solar PV, they have a lot of system components that add to initial
cost like pumps, water storage tanks, valves, and piping []. The multitude of system components adds a
layer of complication to any maintenance needed for the system. On the other hand, solar PV systems are
much simpler, containing only the solar panels, mounting structures, and inverters []. Due to its simplicity,
the only maintenance required with solar PV is occasional cleaning of the panel surface when it gets dirtied.
In addition, solar thermal systems can only be used to heat water in a residential setting, whereas solar PV
can be used to generate electricity for the entire house, including water heating. Ultimately, solar PV
technology is what we will focus on for our building.

2.5 BUILDING ENVELOPE
The envelope of the building is the complete structure that separates the indoor from the outdoor areas. This
includes walls, floors, roofs, windows and doors, and the insulation of the building. A high-quality building
envelope is essential to limiting heat gain and losses as well as indoor air quality. The best way to create a
sustainable, net-zero energy building is to use the least amount of energy as possible. This increases the
need for a carefully considered and efficient building envelope because it can dramatically reduce the
amount of energy needed to provide a comfortable living space with superior indoor air quality. If the
building envelope is not efficient, extra mechanical systems and energy are required to condition all the
indoor spaces. Our design will utilize as many passive systems as possible to meet most of the passive home
standards set by the Passive House Institutes, US (PHIUS). Passive buildings are intended to maximize
energy efficiency by employing a myriad of industry tested building science techniques. These include
continuous high-level insulation with no thermal bridging, extremely airtight building envelopes to prevent
loss of conditioned air, use of high-performance windows and doors, management of solar gain, and the
deployment of high-tech ventilation systems. The purpose of these measures is to reduce the need for space
conditioning systems that are often very expensive and require a lot of energy.
Buildings built to the passive house standard typically cost 5-10% more to build than a conventional western
house to current building standards. Although the cost of building is increased, it is usually paid back in
time in the form of lower energy and maintenance costs, due to much smaller and simpler mechanical
systems. Passive houses rely heavily on ventilation systems to circulate moisture and heat throughout the
building. With effective insulation and airtight envelope, it is possible to heat and cool the entire house will
small heat pumps [24].
In urban environments, the massive collection of buildings, paved areas, and human activity cause a
phenomenon called urban hot spots or heat islands, where the temperature in the city can reach as much as
22 ˚F higher than the surrounding area [25]. To reduce these effects, it is important to increase the solar
reflectance and vegetation cover of buildings. This can be achieved through “cool roofs.” Techniques to
employ cool roofs include applying cool roof coatings consisting of white or reflective pigments, using
roofing materials with increased reflective properties, or planting green roofs [26].
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Traditional framing of houses is the most common type of construction method. Because it is the most wellknown method for building, there is no need for specialized training for contractors, specialized equipment,
or specialized facilities. This type of construction is done completely on-site by building the framing first,
then installing insulation, electrical and HVAC systems, and oriental details. Although it is the most
common method of construction, it can be difficult to achieve the airtightness and insulation values needed
for passive home designs. Another downside to this type of construction is that the durability can suffer due
to exposure of the framing during construction. Structurally insulated panels (SIPs) are a framing method
that has been developed to decrease on-site construction time by simplifying assembly and provide very
high levels of insulation while eliminating thermal bridging.
SIPs are panels of foam insulation sandwiched between sheets of plywood that are fabricated off-site and
then assembled on-site. This method of construction provides high levels of insulation and airtightness,
with quick assembly times. The downsides are the need for specialized facilities for panel fabrication as
well as special training for installation of plumbing, electrical, and HVAC systems.
Insulated concrete forms (ICFs) provide excellent thermal insulation, airtightness, sound isolation, and
durability. This construction method involves assembling the outer structure of the building with
specialized foam blocks. Once the blocks are in place, concrete is poured into the blocks to form the walls.
This leaves a concrete wall with foam insulation of both the inside and outside. While this type of
construction provides great thermal properties, it can be difficult to waterproof and there are concerns with
the environmental impacts of concrete. [27]
2.6 TABLE OF PATENTS
The patent research conducted is based on ways to save and utilize energy to maximize efficiency. All of
the patents that were researched are relevant to our design because these are design decisions we will need
to make after finalizing the design aspects of the project. The bio-climatically adapted zero-energy
prefabricated modular building gave us inspiration when we were designing a house in the single-family
urban housing division. The modular housing idea from this patent would allow for cheaper and quicker
construction and it would drive us to create a more efficient structure. The photovoltaic phase change
battery system was another interesting idea of converting energy. The phase-change system can be a method
on creating energy within our housing structure. The panel with a vacuum element for out wall constructions
would be a strategy used for the building insulation. If the insulated panels have efficient heat transfer, then
it lessens the amount of energy needed for the HVAC system because we would be utilizing more passive
systems. Lastly the energy efficient shading system is the most practical patent feasible to our design. This
variable shading system would allow us to set the blinds to maximize efficiency during various times of the
day.
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Table 1. Results of Patent Search
Patent Name and Image
Bio-climatically adapted zero-energy
prefabricated modular building and
methods thereof [26]

•
•
•

Patent Description
Prefabricated modular housing
Highly efficient building envelope to
achieve thermal isolation from environment
Powered by renewable energy generator
system

Patent no.

US10767363

Photovoltaic-phase change battery
system for converting intermittent solar
power into day and night electric power
[27]

Panel with a vacuum element for outer
wall constructions [28]

Energy Efficient Shading System for
Windows [29]

• Photovoltaic array pointed towards sun
during daytime operation
• Portion of electricity produced in day
converts pool of phase change material to a
molten state
• PV array pointed at phase change material
receives photons from thermal radiation,
electricity generation continues

• Vacuum insulated panel (VIP) for
construction of outer walls in buildings
• Obtains high thermal resistivity with slim
profile
• Consist of a plate-shaped, pressure-stable
core material, which consists of compressed
powder, glass fiber or open-cell plastic
foams
•
•

Four selectable states providing
independent control of lighting and heat
into the space
Energy star guidelines implemented to set
the performance levels for maximum
efficiency
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US10594249B1

EP1436471B1

US9850705B2

3. OBJECTIVES
The Department of Energy’s Solar Decathlon competition will have ten separate challenges our design will
be evaluated on and encompasses the idea of designing a high performing and energy efficient building.
The evaluation criteria are Architecture, Engineering, Market Analysis, Durability and Resilience,
Embodied Environmental Impact, Integrated Performance, Occupant Experience, Comfort and
Environment Quality, Energy Performance, and Presentation.
We will design an apartment complex in Watts, CA for low-income families and retirees. We want our
building to be innovative, resilient, high quality, net-zero, energy efficient, and locally responsive. To cater
our building towards the needs of the Watts community, we want our building to connect residents and
community members to nature, qualify as low-income housing to make it affordable, provide a haven for
residents and local children, and follow PHIUS passive housing standards to cut down utility costs for the
residents and create a comfortable living environment.
3.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Our team is designing a net-zero development in Watts, CA for the Department of Energy’s Solar
Decathlon competition. Our building must be designed to follow the competition guidelines, and create a
positive, meaningful impact on the community it is designed for. Due to gentrification in Los Angeles
leading to higher living costs and emerging threats of climate change, low-income individuals and
families in Watts need affordable, sustainable, and net-zero energy housing that will last for generations
to come. By providing this demographic with affordable housing, it becomes possible to build a stable
community while address pressing environmental needs.

Figure 5. Boundary Diagram
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3.3 CUSTOMER NEEDS AND WANTS
Table 2. Customer Needs and Wants
Needs
Comfortable building environment
Net-zero energy usage
Building size: 300–2,500 ft (28–232 m ) per dwelling unit
Lot size: up to 3,000 ft (279 m ) per dwelling unit
Meets or exceeds the DOE Zero Energy Ready Home
National Program Requirements (Rev. 07)
Meets or exceeds the requirements set out in
the California residential net-zero
Durable structure
Affordable
Constructed using sustainable materials
A safe community space
2

2

2

2

Wants
Aesthetically pleasing
Low initial cost
Low operating cost
Low maintenance cost
Short construction period
Improved air quality

3.4 QUALITY FUNCTION DEPLOYMENT
A Quality Function Deployment (QFD) was generated to completely define all aspects of the problem we
will be solving with our design, how we intend to test those aspects, and comparison to existing products.
First, a list of customer needs and wants were generated based on research from the competition website as
well as information about the region for which we are intending to develop this structure. Engineering
specifications were then developed to test these needs and wants. These specifications were based on
metrics by which residential structures are typically evaluated. The relationships between these
specifications and customer needs and wants were then identified, as well as target values for the
specifications. These target values were based on EPA guidelines, ASHRAE standards, competition
requirements, and other organization guidelines. Existing products were evaluated on the same
specifications. Unfortunately, some of these measurements were not readily available about the existing
structures we were analyzing, so we had to make estimates. This process is summarized in the House of
Quality found in Appendix A: House of Quality.
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3.5 ENGINEERING SPECIFICATIONS
Table 3. Engineering Specifications
Spec #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Specification
Description
Energy Use Intensity
(EUI)
Energy Generation
Insulation Efficiency
Cost Analysis for
Project
Indoor Air Quality
Home Energy Rating
System
Environmental Impact
Analysis
Lighting Power Density
Structural Analysis
Appearance Survey
Cost of Mechanical
Systems
Size
Indoor Humidity
Cost of Water Usage
Savings over average
home
Time to Construct

Requirement or Target
(Units)

Tolerance

Risk

Compliance

15 kBtu/sqft/year

Min.

M

A, S

4000 kWh/yr/person
R-20

+200 kWh/yr
Min.

H
L

A, S
S

$500,000$4.5 million

Max.

H

A

0.35 Air Changes/hr

Min.

L

A, S

0

Max.

H

T, A

Follow EPA CPG

Min.

H

A

1.2 W/sqft
Meets CA Building Codes
75% Satisfaction

Max.
Min.
Min.

L
M
M

A, S
T, A
T, I

$100,000

Max.

H

A, S

30,00016,000 sqft
50%
$63.22/month

Max.
+10%
Max.

L
L
L

A
A, S
A

$10 per sqft

Min.

M

A, S

3 months

Max.

M

A, S

Each of these engineering specifications must have a method to quantify them. For the Analysis, Testing
and Similarity to Existing Designs, average values from the geographical location will be used to measure
the specifications. For example, the energy use intensity (EUI) will be measured by dividing the average
energy consumed by the home in one year over the gross floor area of the home. For the Inspection category,
the appearance survey will be done by clients reviewing the photos we submit for the competition. Since
the competition is design-only, it is not in our scope to build a full prototype. Thus, the majority of our
testing will be done with average values given by public sources of data, such as census data or geographical
location data.
The high-risk specifications for this project are energy generation, cost analysis, Home Energy Rating
System score, and environmental impact analysis. These represent the major competing aspects of the
structure that we must balance throughout the design process. The energy generation will be difficult to
achieve at a low cost because we will need to generate as much energy as the structure will consume.
Maintaining the affordability of the structure will pose a challenge as many renewable and sustainable
technology tend to be more expensive. Balancing these three specifications is the major challenge we will
face in our design.
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4. CONCEPT DESIGN
Below are subsections of how we developed our concept design. Through multiple ideation sessions and
creating the Pugh and morphological matrices, we concluded with a design concept that will serve as a
framework for our future design iterations.
4.1 DESIGN IDEATION
We started our design ideation process by brainstorming individually. We used brain dumping to procure
ideas about individual components of the house such as power systems, HVAC, building envelope, and
lighting. The results of these brain dumping sessions can be seen in Appendix I: Brain Dump and Appendix
J: Jamboard group brain dump session. We then performed group ideation sessions where we used Google
Jamboard to perform brain writing, using 1 slide per person. In this brain writing session, we built on others’
ideas in 1-minute intervals before switching to the next person’s ideation slide. Each of the resulting slides
can be seen in Appendix K: Jamboard Brain Writing.
After our initial ideation processes, we created a Functional Decomposition Tree based on the functions of
the net zero house. This identified the main functions that the design will perform and then broke those
main functions into sub-functions, which allowed us to pursue more targeted design choices. We found the
five main functions of the house as follows: promote safety, maximize occupant comfort, provide customer
satisfaction, promote sociability, and promote sustainable practices. The functional decomposition tree can
be seen below in Figure 6. We then chose several of the most important functions from the Functional
Decomposition Tree to construct Pugh Matrices for. These Pugh matrices explored and compared various
options that would fulfill those individual functions. We created Pugh matrices for the power systems,
HVAC systems, building envelope, and structural components/windows. All Pugh matrices can be seen in
Appendices C, D, E, and F. From the top 2 ideas ranked in each of the Pugh matrices, we generated 8 design
concepts using a morphological matrix. This morphological matrix, seen in Figure 7 below, defined possible
solutions to each function with sketches. The 8 design concepts were put into a weighted decision matrix,
from which we chose the top overall concept design. See Appendix L: Weighted Decision Matrix and
Appendix M: Weighted Decision Matrix Concept Design Sketches for the weighted decision matrix and
concept sketches.
During the ideation process we also generated several low-resolution concept prototypes. These prototypes
were quickly generated out of low-cost materials to allow for frequent iteration. This allowed us to observe
some preliminary feasibility of our ideas as well as explain our ideas to the team using a visual aid. These
concept prototypes can be found in Appendix N: Function Prototypes
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Figure 6. Functional Decomposition Tree
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Figure 7. Morphological Matrix
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4.2 TOP CONCEPTS

Figure 8. Design Idea 1
Design Idea 1 consists of a 1-bedroom home constructed out of shipping containers to reduce the
environmental impact of our construction and make construction time faster. The roofs are angled to let
ambient light in, reducing overall energy consumption. On the roof are a series of multilevel solar panels
to maximize energy production.
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Figure 9. Design Idea 2
Design Idea 2 is a 2-bedroom home with movable partitions to allow homeowners to rearrange the house
to better suit themselves as they get accustomed to the space. There is a mini-split HVAC to reduce
operating HVAC costs and reduce energy consumption. The house has a standard tank heater powered by
the large solar panel that extends the length of the roof.
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Figure 10. Design Idea 3
This home is designed with structural insulated panels for easier construction. The awning has a large solar
panel attached to it and the home will be oriented in a way so that the panel captures the most sunlight. All
the windows in the home are triple glazed to optimize heat transfer in the space. This home uses a tankless
water heater because the load is small for the one-bedroom home. The HVAC system chosen is a PTAC, a
small unit mounted to the side of the home.
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Figure 11. Design Idea 4
This idea uses the traditional structure and it has reconfigurable solar panels. The solar panels mimic
window shutters, so the occupant will adjust according to the time of day. There are movable partitions
within this home to open the home on the second floor. There are three bedrooms in this two-story home
and it is a relatively thinner housing layout to fit in interstitial areas, optimizing lot sizes. There is a tank
heater to supply domestic hot water in the home and it uses a split system to provide cooled and heated air
throughout the house.
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Figure 12. Design Idea 5
This idea features a two-bedroom house with an insulated concrete form building envelope, large sheet
solar panels, angled roofs, a mini split HVAC system and tankless water heaters. The ICF building envelope
will provide great thermal insulation during both hot days and cold night, while the angles roofs aim to
maximize roof space for solar panels while maintaining enough natural light.
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Figure 13. Design Idea 6
This is a single-bedroom home maximizes the small lot size by having multiple stories. The multi-level
solar panel array is designed to maximize the amount of energy production on such a small rooftop. The
adjustable shading can be lowered or raised to cover windows to provide privacy and an extra layer of
thermal protection on extreme weather days. The building envelope utilizes structurally insulated panels to
ensure a quick onsite construction time and sufficient thermal insulation.
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Figure 14. Design Idea 7
Design Idea 7 is a two-bedroom house constructed out of storage containers. There is a sheet solar panel on
the roof, which is adjustable to maximize solar power. It has a mini-split HVAC system and a solar water
heater.

Figure 15. Design Idea 8
Design Idea 8 is a three-bedroom house constructed using ICF as the envelope. Energy is provided via
reconfigurable solar panels. Comfort is provided by adjustable shading of the windows, a split system
HVAC, and a tankless water heater.
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Figure 16. Final Weighted Decision Matrix
After rating each design in the weighted decision matrix seen in Figure 16, the highest-ranking concept was
Design Idea 5. This idea provides superior durability and thermal comfort by using an ICF building
envelope, maximize roof area for solar panels with angled roofs, and minimize energy usage through high
efficiency mechanical systems.
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4.3 NEW DESIGN DIRECTION
Because of the nature of our project, our design direction is different from the one that we chose through
our Pugh matrix and morphological matrix. After discussion with architecture students, we realized that our
choice of single-family housing does not meet the needs of the community as well as it could have. The
community of Watts is unique because they are dealing with significant social issues as well as housing
shortage. Some of the concepts that were discussed in the process are being utilized in our design, but the
selected concept below deviates from the one chosen through our analysis.
For the competition, we decided to focus on guiding our design towards working single guardians living in
Watts, California, as research has indicated that there is a significant rate of single parentage in the area. As
well as providing affordable housing to single parents in this community, a daycare is also included to
provide extra support to the occupants.
The site we have chosen for the structure is located on E 108th St in Watts, as seen in Figure 17 below. It is
located near an elementary school, which allows guardians to easily walk their children to school. There is
also a bus stop located nearby, which will provide occupants access to public transportation to get to work
or for other needs.

Figure 17. Site location for Structure
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Figure 18 shows an isometric view of the first iteration of the building structure from the Rhino file
generated by the architecture students on our team. After we received this file and the specifics of the
building, we generated a concept prototype and began preliminary engineering calculations for required
solar panels (see Appendix O: Solar Panel Calculations). From our preliminary solar panel calculations,
we found that we would need about 70 solar panels to cover the electricity needs of 20 residents. These
calculations will be refined and furthered once we figure out the final architectural design. We have decided
on a variable refrigerant flow HVAC system with an HRV for additional efficiency. This reduces the
additional cost and noise of ducts, as well as the space necessary for them. As seen in the figure, there will
be a courtyard in the center of the structure for community space or for the children at the daycare. Currently,
the daycare is located closest to the street because we are anticipating providing childcare for neighborhood
families, rather than just residents and this would allow for easy drop-off.

Figure 18. Isometric View of Selected Design
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Figure 19 and Figure 20 show the first and second floor plan, respectively. There are nine total units: four
two-bedroom units, three one-bedroom units, and two studio units. The daycare and lobby are located on
the first floor.

Figure 19. First Floor Plan

Figure 20. Second Floor Plan
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Figure 21 shows the concept prototype that we constructed to represent our selected design. This small
architectural model shows the proposed layout of our design. It also demonstrates the amount and
distribution of the solar panels that will be used to satisfy the electrical needs of the residents. This prototype
showed us that we would have a lot of extra roof space that could be used for community space or a rooftop garden. We also learned that we might experience difficulties in designing an attractive building,
because the design is currently not very creative in terms of external aesthetics.

Figure 21. Concept Prototype
In terms of material, we are using the typical wood frame structure with eight-inch-thick exterior walls and
six-inch-thick interior walls. To meet the competition’s goals of sustainability, we will focus on using
recyclable materials throughout the construction. We are also looking to rearrange the floor plan so that the
bathrooms are side-by-side and the first-floor bathroom aligns with the second-floor bathrooms. This will
allow plumbing risers to be easily installed and reduce any unnecessary pipework in the house.
Since this first concept design was developed, the architecture team has made several more iterations and
adjustments on the design. The final design discussion can be found in Section 5.
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Figure 22. Direct Normal Solar Irradiance Data From the NREL
For our solar panel calculations, we pulled data from Los Angeles county to determine the average
electricity consumption per capita. Based on the number of residents in the building, 20, and the electricity
consumption per capita, 5.2 kWhr/day, we determined the residential power required for our building. We
then found the cheapest solar panel on the market, a ReneSola J255M-24/Bb panel and determined the
power output of the panel based on the local solar irradiation levels in the Watts area depicted in Figure 22
above. The power output of the panel accounts for the efficiency of the panel, about 15.7%, as well as the
degradation of the panel over its 25-year life, about 80%. From these calculations, we determined that our
building would need about 70 solar panels for 20 residents as seen in Appendix O: Solar Panel
Calculations. These calculations are rough and do not account for the efficiency loss of the panels due to
high temperatures, the additional power required for the daycare, laundry room, and community area, or
the variation in electricity use throughout the day. We will be refining these calculations as we develop the
building design further.
4.4 DESIGN HAZARDS
Since this is a design challenge only, the design hazards are purely theoretical. In our design hazard
checklist, we have identified several social risks, such as having a potentially sensitive population of single
guardians with young children (see Appendix P: Design Hazard Checklist). This can be addressed by
introducing constant lighting to dark areas of the building like the parking garage. Depending on the severity
of safety concerns, we could include a guarded lobby in our design so that access to residential areas is
private and protected. During the summer, our building will be subjected to extreme heat. By using passive
energy saving methods, like door and window placement, and HVAC systems, we can protect the occupants
from the hot weather. Other hazards of the building include structural, seismic, and fire hazards. Seismic
and structural hazards can be addressed by performing structural integrity tests on our building model and
adjusting the structure accordingly. We can mitigate seismic, structural, and fire hazards by following local
building codes and by designing our building to suit the climate. There will be an additional hazard of the
refrigerant in the HVAC and refrigerators. The danger posed by this can be mitigated by ensuring that the
piping that contains refrigerant has no leaks and is appropriately sized.
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5. FINAL DESIGN
5.1 FINAL SELECTED DESIGN OVERVIEW
Our final design is a table-top design with the twelve residential units elevated above the communal areas
of the attached housing structure. Detailed drawings of the structure in addition to manufacturers’ cut sheets
for mechanical equipment can be found in the Drawing Package in Appendix U: Drawing Package. The
roof of the structure will support the photovoltaic system. The structure is divided into two buildings: one
smaller building on the north side of the lot with four units above a parking structure and one larger Lshaped building with eight units above offices, storage space, community space, janitorial closets, and the
daycare. The two buildings are connected via a concrete platform and form a courtyard. An architectural
3D rendering can be found in Figure 23, where the green represents green space and yellow represents the
PV arrays. Figure 24, Figure 25, and Figure 26 contain the comprehensive floor plans. These 3D renders
and floor plans were generated by the architectural side of our team.Figure 24, Figure 25, and Figure 26
contain the comprehensive floor plans.

Figure 23. 3D Rendering of Attached Housing
Figure 24 shows the floorplans of the first floor. This includes all communal areas of our structure, such as
the community space/daycare, parking, offices, lobby, maintenance rooms, and storage. The parking,
community space, and storage spaces will not be conditioned. This means that the floors of the units above
these spaces must be insulated more than floors that are between conditioned spaces.
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Figure 24. First Floor Layout.
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Figure 25. Second Floor Layout.
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Figure 26. Third Floor Layout.
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5.2 FUNCTIONALITY
In developing and creating our design, our project meets four main goals: passive house and net-zero design,
climate considerate, community-based service, and affordability. The well-insulated building envelope will
mitigate the need to use the traditional HVAC, Variable Air Volume (VAV) system, which is a major source
of energy consumption in a building. The HVAC system itself is designed with respect to energy efficiency,
as shown by the selection of a Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) system and heat-recovery ventilation
(HRV). Landscaping and construction materials are guided by climate considerations. We also aim to
include community-based services to integrate the housing complex into the existing community and offer
resources to our residents.
5.2.1 ARCHITECTURE DESIGN
The twelve residential units include four one-bedrooms, four two-bedrooms, and four studios. The lower
level includes a community space that will also serve as a daycare and community space to provide families
with childcare during the workday. Four of our units (two one-bedrooms and two two-bedrooms) are ADA
compliant, meeting the dimensional and accessibility requirements for families with disabilities. Our
building will utilize a green roof to further insulate the roof of the building, contribute to the natural
aesthetics of the building, and create a cooler microclimate around the building to combat the urban heat
island effect.
5.2.2 MECHANICAL DESIGN
The air-temperature control of our units will be supplied by an air-cooled VRF system. The outdoor
condensing units for the refrigerant will be located on concrete pads on the ground level near the building.
The ventilation for the building is provided by a Dedicated Outdoor Air System (DOAS). The main DOAS
unit will ventilate each room with supply air from the roof of the building. Included in the DOAS unit will
be a Heat Recovery Ventilator (HRV) to pre-heat incoming air with the stale exhaust air. The HRV is a heat
exchanger that is used to reduce the loads for heating and cooling.
5.2.3 PLUMBING DESIGN
The plumbing will be compliant to all California Plumbing code where vent, sanitary sewer, domestic water,
and greywater systems will match all sizing requirements. To lower our water consumption, all water
fixtures will be selected from the EPA’s WaterSense list. These fixtures (toilets, faucets, showerheads) have
lower than average flow rates which lowers the building’s water usage. Because Los Angeles County
requires new construction to be greywater ready, we will implement a system in our design to use the water
for landscaping and irrigation around the building. Depending on the amount of water our laundry machines
produce, we will most likely implement a laundry to landscape system which takes water directly from the
laundry machines and uses it to irrigate plants on-site. We are considering several water heating methods:
tankless, heat pump, and solar thermal. We will most likely use a heat pump as it is highly efficient, however
more analysis is required to finalize the selection.
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5.2.4 ELECTRICAL DESIGN
Electrical design includes design of the PV system as well as selection of appliances and lighting fixtures.
All appliances are selected from the Energy Star certification program to reduce plug loads. These choices
are made to minimize the on-site energy consumption and to reach our net-zero goal. To match our energy
consumption, a solar PV system is installed on the roof of each building and on shade structures to produce
energy throughout the day. Due to California’s net-metering policy, the PV system is grid tied with a backup
energy storage system, putting excess power into the battery and grid when overproducing and drawing
power from the battery and grid when underproducing.
5.2.5 BUILDING ENVELOPE
We are constructing a highly insulated wood-framed and concrete structure with our design decisions
regarding the envelope. Our attached housing follows a passive house model where insulation, window,
and door selections are made with respect to the PHIUS recommendations for our climate zone. This limits
the amount of heat gain in the summer and heat loss in the winter, therefore reducing the amount of energy
needed for cooling and heating with our mechanical systems.
For the public first floor of the building, we will utilize a concrete podium massing to support the residential
floors and provide more area for green spaces and mechanical units. For the residential floors of our building,
we are utilizing a traditional wood framed structure with 2 x 6 studs spaced 16 inches on center. Cellulose
and EPS rigid foam board insulation fill the wall, floor, and ceiling cavities to meet Title 24 and PHIUS
specifications. A preliminary exterior wall insulation design is shown in Figure 27 with the layer of
materials displayed left to right as follows: 1” external stucco, .625” plywood, 2” rigid insulation board,
5.5” cellulose fiber, 5.5” wooden studs, and .625” plaster board. We finalized this design in the
manufacturing portion of the project.

Figure 27. Preliminary Wall Insulation Design from Opaque
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5.3 MATERIAL AND PART SELECTION JUSTIFICATION
5.3.1 MECHANICAL JUSTIFICATION
The VRF system is ideal for our net-zero attaching housing because it allows thermostats to be directly
controlled by occupants in each thermal zone. Because this system transfers heat through fluid in pipes,
compared to traditional air ducts, it performs more efficiently. It also reduces the amount of ceiling space
that is needed within the building, as refrigerant piping to fan coil units are much smaller than ductwork.
The DOAS unit with HRV is selected based on the climate of our location. Since Los Angeles County
experiences low rates of humidity, an HRV will be more properly suited than an energy recover ventilator.
The central DOAS unit allows for higher efficiencies than individual units, further reducing energy
consumption, while providing clean, fresh air.
5.3.2 PLUMBING JUSTIFICATION
As stated previously, several water heating systems are being considered: tankless water heaters, heat
pumps, and solar thermal. Heat pumps are the primary candidate for water heating as they are 2-3 times as
efficient compared to traditional electrical resistance heating. Tankless water heating is about 24-30% more
efficient than standard storage tank water heaters and have lower operating and energy costs. Solar thermal
is 70-80% efficient and space saving compared to solar PV panels necessary for producing electricity for
water heating. There has been concern with solar thermal taking away roof space necessary for PV panels.
Since solar thermal does not need direct sunlight, we can use them on areas of the building that are subjected
to shade (east, west, north walls, shading devices, etc.) to ensure adequate roof space for our panels. Due
to solar thermal systems being expensive compared to conventional PV, it is less likely that we can utilize
solar thermal in our design. However, we are considering a combination of solar thermal and heat pumps,
using solar thermal collectors to preheat water for the heat pump. Analysis via excel will be conducted
within the next week to compare the cost, size, and efficiency of each of these systems.
High efficiency, low-flow water fixtures are selected from the EPA’s WaterSense list to minimize water
consumption. Additionally, a graywater system will be implemented to recycle graywater from laundry
washing machines to irrigate the building’s landscaping.
5.3.3 ELECTRICAL JUSTIFICATION
The PV system will be grid-tied, meaning that the grid will act like a battery for our building. When excess
electricity is produced on-site, it will be transferred to the grid, and the opposite will be true when the PV
system is under-producing (during night or cloudy days for example). This ensures that energy availability
will not be dependent on weather. Furthermore, the effects of regular power outages that Southern
California has experienced in recent years will be lessened for our residents with the backup energy storage
system. The backup energy storage system also allows the building to be energy independent during utility
power outages, making our power system more durable than standard grid-dependent power systems.
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5.3.4 BUILDING ENVELOPE JUSTIFICATION
Concrete construction is utilized for the 1st floor due to its thermal massing capability, absorbing heat in the
day that gets released at night, reducing the heating load and cost. Traditional wood-frame construction is
utilized for the 2nd and 3rd floors due to its low carbon impact and earthquake resistant qualities when
compared to other construction methods like steel-frame or concrete. The cavity created by the 2” x 6”
studs spaced 16” apart provides the additional space required for the internal insulation to meet PHIUS and
Title 24 R-value requirements. To create a continuous thermal boundary and decrease the risk of thermal
bridging, rigid board insulation will be utilized on the outside of the wooden studs. Building envelope
design decisions were made with respect to both Title 24 California Energy Code and PHIUS guidelines as
seen in Table 1. The former ensures we meet code requirements for inspection, while the latter steers our
design towards a highly energy efficient structure.
Table 4. Minimum Building Envelope Insulation R-values.

Standards
PHIUS
Title 24

Minimum R-Values
Wall Floors
27
15
20
19

Ceiling
56
22

Since the competition requires the evaluation of the building’s life cycle, a material’s embodied carbon
impact influenced the final selection more than any other metric with cost as a close second. Figure 28
compares the carbon impacts of various insulation materials. Dense pack cellulose has one of the lowest
embodied carbon impacts compared to other affordable insulation materials like wool, denim, fiberglass,
and mineral wool. Although innovative solutions like hemp-wool and straw bales have a larger negative
embodied carbon impact than cellulose, they were ultimately ruled out due to cost and construction
compatibility. Compared to all other insulation materials, cellulose is the least expensive in terms of price
per square foot.
Material options for rigid board insulation include extruded polystyrene (XPS), expanded polystyrene
(EPS), polyisocyanurate, polyurethane, and rigid cork panels. We decided to avoid XPS and polyurethane
altogether due to their high embodied carbon as seen from Figure 28. Rigid cork panels were the most
desirable choice due to its negative embodied carbon, but suppliers are limited. Based on availability,
embodied carbon, and price, we decided to use EPS as the rigid board insulation for the walls and floors
and polyisocyanurate for the roof.

Figure 28. Embodied Carbon Impacts of Insulation Materials
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5.4 SAFETY, MAINTENANCE, AND REPAIR CONSIDERATIONS
5.4.1 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
Safety of residents is a major concern, given the vulnerable nature of our intended occupants. By elevating
the residential units above floor level, we can provide additional safety and privacy. We are also planning
to integrate local existing community groups like Safe Passages and Safe Haven into our design that can
offer support and create a safe space. Fire safety will be ensured by meeting California Fire Code (Part 9
of Title 24). This includes installation of a sprinkler system, use of construction materials with minimum
1-hour fire rating, and locating all units near accessible means of egress.
The relatively high concentration of air pollution due to traffic, wildfires, and industrial processes also poses
a safety concern to residents. We will mitigate this by providing high quality HEPA filters in the ventilation
system. The spread of air borne diseases in a dense multi-family residential complex will be mitigated by
using a 100% outdoor air system. This means that no air will be recirculated or mixed from multiple units.
There will only be supply and exhaust air.
5.4.2 MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR CONSIDERATIONS
Maintenance and repair of mechanical systems will be made possible by locating mechanical equipment in
easily accessible locations. Mechanical shafts containing plumbing pipes, refrigerant piping, and ductwork
are located against stairwells. Outdoor condensing units for the VRF system are located on a cement pad
on ground level. DOAS outdoor air-intake units are located on the roof but will have modes of access for
maintenance. Designs of the solar PV system will comply with the California Solar Permitting Guidebook
to ensure array accessibility and safety for installers and future maintenance crews.
5.4.3 COST ANALYSIS SUMMARY
The cost analysis will focus on the theoretical build of this structure. The rough calculations of the budget
were done using the square footage of the building as well as the major components of the building:
appliances, mechanical equipment, and electrical equipment. In the next iteration of the budget, it will
contain a breakdown of the concrete, drywall, mechanical, plumbing, casework, specialties, and flooring.
A preliminary budget for the building can be seen in Table 5 below. In addition, the Indented Bill of
Materials is attached in Appendix Q: Indented Bill of Materials with details regarding the type of material
for building envelope, electrical equipment, mechanical equipment, plumbing fixtures, and general
appliances.
Table 5. Cost Analysis Summary
Building SF
Electrical Equipment
Appliances
Elevator
Laundry Drying
Laundry Washing
Mechanical Equipment

Units Cost/Unit
Total
Location Multiplier
16000
233
3,728,000
1
50000
50,000
12
2500
30,000
1
69900
69,900
7
1025
7,175
7
1250
8,750
16000
1.8
28,800
Total $ 3,922,625.00
1.15
$
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Total

4,511,018.75

One of the main considerations we have left for the building mechanical equipment is the hot water heater.
In addition, we must finalize the façade material of the building to allow for easy constructability that will
lower labor costs.
6. MANUFACTURING
6.1 MANUFACTURING SUMMARY
We are delivering architectural plans, mechanical drawings, and a summary of all relevant building
information. Architectural plans were produced by the architecture students, Emma Siegel, Angelee Chea,
and Anne Kanazawa, and reviewed by architecture professors, Ansgar Killing and Beate Von Bischopinck.
The mechanical side of the team are producing mechanical drawings using Revit MEP. The building
information was compiled from various software including TRACE 700, DesignBuilder, and REM/Rate.
6.2 MATERIAL PROCUREMENT
Because this is a design-only project, our materials are the software that we are using to model our building,
calculate relevant data, and compile a comprehensive design portfolio both for the competition and our
sponsors. Certain software is provided to us through the Solar Decathlon, including OneClickLCA and
OpenStudio. Other software that we used are provided to us through Cal Poly. This includes DesignBuilder
and TRACE 700. The solar PV design software Helioscope is being used in the free trial mode.
Because our materials are only software, we did not need to order any parts. This software is all available
to use through Cal Poly, the Solar Decathlon, or free trials.
Table 6. Design Components and Materials Needed
Component

Materials/Software
Revit
Revit Family Files: Fan Coil Units

Revit Mechanical Drawings

Revit Family Files: Branch Selector Box
Revit Family Files: Outdoor Unit
Revit Architecture File

Solar Layout

Helioscope

Opaque Renderings

Opaque

Whole Building Energy Performance Model

Design Builder

Comprehensive Load Calculations

Trace 700
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Table 7. Material Procurement and Budget
Material/Software

Procurement Process

Cost

Revit

Available through Cal Poly virtual labs or student access

$0

Revit Family Files for LG
Components

Downloaded from LG website

$0

Revit Architecture File

Provided by the architecture side of the team

$0

Floorplan PDF

Provided by the architecture side of the team

$0

Design Builder

Available through Cal Poly remote desktop

$0

Trace 700

Available through Cal Poly remote desktop

$0

Helioscope

Available in free trial

$0

Opaque

Available through Cal Poly

$0
Total Cost

$0

6.3 FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
Because all manufacturing was done virtually, the only facilities we needed was our individual
workspaces and the only equipment we needed was our personal computers with access to the Cal Poly
Remote Desktop and Virtual Labs.
6.4 ASSEMBLY
6.4.1 SOLAR ARRAY ASSEMBLY
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Determine the maximum power the site can provide for the current architectural design.
Determined required power for HVAC, lighting, and plug loads.
Adjust design to achieve net-zero status.
Choose the inverter, mounting system, power optimizer, and solar panel module.
Determine the performance of solar power system in extreme weather.
Design power system for future EV charging station and battery capability.

6.4.2 HVAC SYSTEM ASSEMBLY
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Use load calculations to select fan coil units.
Create spreadsheet tool to determine necessary airflow to meet ventilation standards.
Use the airflow to size the ductwork and outdoor DOAS units.
Contact DMG representative to get quote for equipment.
Determine locations of supply and return diffusers
Obtain Revit family files for components from LG website (fan coil units, branch selector boxes,
outdoor units)
7. Generate HVAC system diagram that includes piping, ductwork, and equipment locations using
Revit MEP.
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6.4.3 PLUMBING ASSEMBLY
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Select toilets, showerheads, faucets, and piping for building.
Determine the water heating method for the building.
Create spreadsheet of the flow rate and expected efficiency of the fixtures and appliances.
Determine the expected average use for fixtures and appliances based on residential data.
Determine piping required for fixtures and appliances.
Generate plumbing system diagram that includes piping and equipment locations using Revit
MEP.

6.4.4 ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLY
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select lighting fixtures, switches, and receptacles for the building.
Determine number of lighting fixtures, switches, and receptacles for each unit of the building.
Create electrical schedules for each unit to determine requirements for the panel board.
Generate electrical system diagram including electrical equipment and panel board locations using
Revit MEP.

6.4.5 BUILDING ENVELOPE ASSEMBLY
1. Create spreadsheet of various insulation materials that meet the PHIUS standard and building
code requirements for 2 x 6 wall studs.
2. Choose façade and internal wall materials.
3. Create several insulation, façade, and interior wall combinations to test in TRACE 700,
OpenStudio, and Opaque.
4. Test insulation combinations in TRACE 700 and OpenStudio to determine the energy lost
through the building envelope.
5. Weigh out best performing combinations with price to determine the insulation package used for
the walls, ceiling, roof, and floors.
6. Create wall assemblies for the insulation using Opaque.
6.5 RESULTS
6.5.1 SOLAR ARRAY ASSEMBLY
The solar PV system was designed using Helioscope. The Helioscope model is shown in Figure 29 and
Figure 30. The panels, rooftop HVAC equipment, and general shape of the building were included in the
model to accurately predict shading and energy production.
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Figure 29. Helioscope Solar Model SE View

Figure 30. Helioscope Solar Panel Layout Top View
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Shown in Figure 31, the panels in the model are set at a 10-degree tilt with 1.5-foot row spacing as this
was found to maximize annual energy production. The final design consists of 90 LG 425W panels
totaling to a total system size 38.3 kW. The panels are wired in strings of nine (ten strings total) to a
single 35 kW string inverter.

Figure 31. Final Solar Panel Layout Side View
6.5.2 HVAC ASSEMBLY
We performed a preliminary HVAC load calculation in Design Builder to size the equipment. This was
before our final Design Builder model, which was used to verify our design. After contacting a sales
engineer at DMG, he helped us size the equipment from his database of manufacturers and products. After
sizing the equipment, we sized the ductwork based on our preliminary ventilation calculations.
We calculated the ventilation required of each space in the building using Excel. This analysis assumed a
100% outdoor air system and utilized equations and values from ASHRAE Standard 62.1. The results of
these analysis can be found below in
We used the information from the required ventilation analysis to size our ductwork using a ductulator,
based on 0.08 w.g. of pressure drop. After this, we drew mechanical plans for the entire building. A sample
mechanical plan for the second-floor can be found below in Figure 32. The entire set of mechanical plans
can be found in the Drawing Package of Appendix U.
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Table 8. Note that this duct diameter refers to both the supply and return duct.
We used the information from the required ventilation analysis to size our ductwork using a ductulator,
based on 0.08 w.g. of pressure drop. After this, we drew mechanical plans for the entire building. A sample
mechanical plan for the second-floor can be found below in Figure 32. The entire set of mechanical plans
can be found in the Drawing Package of Appendix U.
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Table 8. Ventilation Results
Space

Zone

Ventilation Requirement (CFM)

Duct Diameter (in)

Living Room

77

8

Bathroom

22

4

Large Bedroom

28

4

Small Bedroom

25

4

Total

151

---

Living Room

103

8

Bathroom

22

4

Large Bedroom

26

4

Small Bedroom

26

4

Total

176

---

Living Room

71

6

Bathroom

20

4

Bedroom

24

4

Total

114

---

Living Room

69

6

Bathroom

19

4

Bedroom

23

4

Total

111

---

Studio 1

Single Zone

55

6

Studio 2

Single Zone

54

6

Community Space

Single Zone

441

12

Youth Center

Single Zone

274

10

Laundry Room

Single Zone

216

10

Mail Room/Office

Single Zone

67

6

Study Room

Single Zone

64

6

Two Bedroom ADA

Two Bedroom Non-ADA

One Bedroom ADA

One Bedroom Non-ADA
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Figure 32. Sample Mechanical Plan of Second Floor
After drawing the mechanical plans for the entire building, we focused on building the Revit model for the
two two-bedroom ADA compliant units. Because this is an apartment building and much of the architecture
is repetitive, representing two units suffices to show the layout for the other units.
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First, we placed the equipment in Revit, including branch selector boxes, fan coil units, return diffusers,
outdoor air-intake units, and outdoor condensing units. The first equipment placement can be found in
Error! Reference source not found..

Figure 33. Equipment placement in isometric view
After placing the equipment, we connected them with refrigerant piping. The refrigerant piping placement
for the HVAC system can be seen in Figure 34. This required using the engineering manuals from the
manufacturer to connect the appropriate ports.
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Figure 34. Refrigerant piping placement
After connecting the appropriate refrigerant piping to the equipment, we routed the ductwork. This required
us to be very careful not to have any ductwork interfering with each other, other equipment, or refrigerant
piping. The ductwork placement can be found in Figure 35.

Figure 35. Ductwork placement
The final Revit plans were submitted as part of our Verification Prototype and can also be found in
Appendix U.
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6.5.3 PLUMBING ASSEMBLY
After selecting plumbing fixtures from the EPA’s WaterSense list and receiving fixture layouts from the
architecture team, a preliminary plumbing layout was overlaid on top of the building floor plans using
AutoCAD. At this point in the process, piping sizes had not been selected, so the main purpose of this step
was to get a rough estimate of how the plumbing would be laid out. A sample of this rough plumbing layout
can be found in Figure 36. This rough layout shows the second floor of the north building.

Figure 36. AutoCAD rough plumbing layout
After creating the rough layout, the pipes were sized according to the fixtures’ connection sizes, expected
flow rate through the pipes, and the 2019 California Plumbing Code. After sizing the pipe, it was decided
that each fixture would be supplied with ½” pipe which branch from a main ¾” pipe for both cold and hot
water supply systems.
With the selected pipe sizes, fixture types, fixture locations, and a rough plumbing layout, the design was
then brought into Revit MEP for more detailed design. Starting with the existing architectural Revit file,
plumbing fixtures were loaded into the software and added to the model. After the fixtures were placed
correctly, sized piping was placed connecting the fixtures to cold and hot water supplies. A 3D view of the
final plumbing layout can be seen in Figure 37. Additional plumbing plans can be found in Appendix U.

Figure 37. 3D view of final Revit plumbing plan
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6.5.4 ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLY
After all household appliances and mechanical systems were determined, we created an electrical load
schedule for each of the units. Electrical load schedules, as seen in Figure 38 below, were used to determine
the breaker size required for each appliance and circuit. Since the electric range required 208 V, we used a
120/208 V panel board in Revit.

Figure 38. Electrical load schedule for one of the ADA units.
We used the architectural Revit file to create a base for the electrical plans. The outlets, lighting appliances,
and switches were the first to be put in. We decided to use Revit’s built-in families for all the electrical
fixtures. Due to the limited options with Revit’s families, the electrical fixtures used are not true to what is
used in our design. Although our plan originally had dimming switches with motion sensors for each room,
we used standard dimming switches in Revit. Additionally, the lighting fixture is a generic 100 W flat round
ceiling fixture rather than the flush mount 100 W Hampton Bay lighting fixture specified in our Design
Portfolio.
An electrical panel was put in on the second floor so that residents can easily access the breakers for their
unit. Another electrical panel was put in on the 1st floor that contained a breaker for each unit, making
electrical maintenance for a given unit much easier. Circuits for all outlets were then created for the secondfloor breaker. Each appliance had its own outlet to prevent overloading a given circuit. GFCI outlets were
used for the dishwasher and bathroom outlets to protect the outlets from any external water. The remaining
outlets for miscellaneous use and lighting were combined into circuits based on the room the outlets were
in. The electrical fixtures can be seen in Figure 39, where the switches are designated by the pink spots and
the outlets are labeled with the number of their circuit.
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Figure 39. Lighting fixtures, outlets with circuits, and switches for the 2 ADA compliant units.
Once all the circuits were created, we used Revit’s suggested wiring to input the wiring for each unit. The
last component of the electrical system installed was the conduit. The conduit was laid out to connect the
main electrical supply to each electrical panel. The final layout of the electrical system can be seen in Figure
40.
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Figure 40. Final electrical layout for the 2 ADA units
6.5.5 BUILDING ENVELOPE ASSEMBLY
We designed the building envelope to create an air-tight, highly insulated thermal control layer. A diagram
with the elements of each wall-section was created by the architecture side of the team and can be found in
Figure 41.
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Figure 41. First and Second Floor Wall Sections
The first-floor wall section model includes the precast concrete, latex paint coat, and rigid insulation. The
second-floor wall section model includes studs, EPS rigid foam panels, dense-packed cellulose insulation,
and exterior gypsum board sheathing. We then modeled the wall sections in Opaque to verify that our
wall section met our specifications.
6.6 DISCUSSION
We ran into challenges coordinating the MEP plans in a virtual environment. In industry, MEP plans would
be performed by people in the same office who can share files to ensure there were no interference between
piping, ductwork, and wiring. Ultimately, due to time constraints, we had to split the MEP plans into
mechanical, electrical, and plumbing and assigned different team members to each. Typical industry MEP
plans are laid out for the entire building. However, due to time constraints and our lack of experience with
Revit, we are creating MEP plans for the two ADA compliant two-bedroom units in our complex.
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6.7 RECOMMENDATIONS
For future teams, we recommend using the Revit families supplied by the manufacturer, so it is as true to
the real design as possible. Manufacturers almost always have BIM files for their equipment on their
websites, which we did not realize until decently far into our Revit model. We also recommend consulting
with an industry consultant. Our conversations with a representative from DMG were incredibly helpful in
guiding our mechanical layout.
In addition, for the load calculations, we recommend having a shared spreadsheet with the architecture and
mechanical team where the gross area of the walls, door, and windows are listed in one area. Consolidating
this information in one spreadsheet will streamline the process of conducting load calculations within the
TRACE 700 software. This will also visually represent to anyone viewing this project how many rooms
and zones there are within the construction.
7. DESIGN VERIFICATION REPORT
Our design verification plan focuses on the analyses and simulations that need to be run for our building’s
mechanical systems. This includes the mechanical system, elements of structural design, environmental
impact, and financial cost of our building. The descriptions of our tests, results, and interpretations of our
results are included in this chapter, but we include details about some of our more complicated and
important tests (Trace, Design Builder, Helioscope, and Ventilation Excel Calculations) in Appendix S.
7.1 FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
Because all these tests were virtual, the facilities of every test were our respective workspaces. Similarly,
the equipment we used was our personal computers and necessary software mentioned in the test description.
There were no safety risks associated with any of these software tests.
7.2 LOAD OF BUILDING
To determine the heating and cooling loads for our final building design, we will use TRACE 700 and
Design Builder. TRACE 700 and OpenStudio will be utilized to determine the efficacy of various insulation
combinations. PHIUS and Title 24 standards are guiding our insulation choices. We will use the expected
heating and cooling loads in tandem with expected plug loads as a baseline for the power requirement of
our PV system. We created templates in Trace (a sample is shown in Figure 42. Room Template in Trace)
that represented various occupied spaces in our structure.
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Figure 42. Room Template in Trace
Similarly, Design Builder also requires the user to build the templates. In this software, the templates were
broken into types rather than spaces (for example activity level, construction, lighting, etc.). A sample
construction template can be seen in Error! Reference source not found. below.

Figure 43. Construction Template in Design Builder
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After generating the templates for our building, we generated the building geometry.

Figure 44. Design Builder model NW view

Figure 45. Design Builder model SE view
These tests confirmed certain aspects of our design’s performance, while also allowing for the selection of
appropriate equipment. The results from our tests can be found below in Table 10.
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Table 9. Design Builder and Trace 700 Results
Total Design Heating Capacity
(kBtu/hr)

Total Design Cooling Capacity
(kBtu/hr)

Design Builder

108

174

Trace

93

134

Percent
Difference

14.9%

25.9%

This test was to confirm our building load calculations and compare the results from two building energy
performance software. We found that the results varied between about 15% and 30%, with cooling capacity
varying more so than heating capacity. This is most likely due to differences in default settings, assumptions,
template, and data that each program uses, although both are built on the EnergyPlus backbone. The results
from this test also indicate that we oversized our previous equipment and would need to reiterate the process
of HVAC equipment selection to generate accurate equipment selection. For future teams, we recommend
using the higher design capacity to size the equipment to be conservative.
7.3 SOLAR ANALYSIS
Our solar PV system was simulated in Helioscope to determine our annual on-site power production.
Helioscope takes Typical Meteorological Year (TMY3) radiation and temperature data for our location and
uses 3D modeling to assess the shading conditions on the building site. The building geometry (seen in
Error! Reference source not found. below) determines the shading and optimal solar design for the
specific building.

Figure 46. Top View of Building Geometry with “Keepouts” Shown in Orange
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Figure 47. Data Setting Input for Helioscope
The software takes internal efficiencies into account and then runs a simulation to determine how much
power is being produced for each hour throughout the year. The California Solar Permitting Guidebook,
which contains all Title 24 codes concerning solar power and solar water heating, will guide the solar array
designs.
The Helioscope simulation estimated that the system would produce 67000 kWh/year. The monthly
distribution of energy production is shown in Figure 48.

Figure 48. Monthly Estimated Energy Production Throughout a Typical Year
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7.4 BUILDING ENVELOPE ANALYSIS
The envelope was analyzed using Opaque software that determined the R-value of our entire wall, including
studs, insulation, and façade. By changing the input parameters regarding our envelope such as window
placement and type, we will observe how these decisions impact our load calculations. From our Opaque
analysis, we found that our first-floor wall R-value was R-29, our second/third floor wall R-value was R20, and our foundation R-value was R-17. Title 24 dictates that the R-value must be at least R-21. This
shows that the first-floor wall does not pass Title 24 Energy Code Compliance, but the second and third
floor walls do. Furthermore, the second and third floor walls actually surpass the PHIUS standard. This
analysis showed us that concrete is not a sufficient insulator, so we would need to increase the insulation
on the first floor if we were to redesign the wall. This also showed us that the wall assembly for the second
and third floors is very efficient and therefore, we recommend a similar assembly to future teams.

Figure 49. Opaque rendering of first floor exterior wall
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Figure 50. Opaque rendering of second floor exterior wall
7.5 ENERGY PERFORMANCE
An iterative process was used to evaluate the effect that changing various aspects of the building envelope
and lighting systems have on the energy usage of the building. A baseline was established with the building
geometry developed by the architecture team and the IECC 2000 energy code templates in design builder
for construction, lighting, openings, and HVAC. After the baseline was established, one option in the table
below was implemented and the simulated EUI of the building was recorded to evaluate the change in
energy consumption. Only one option is changed at a time to isolate the effects of that specific change. This
process allows us to see which upgrades are worth the effort and cost to implement in the final design.
Table 10. Individual building upgrades used to guide decision making process.
Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Walls

R-20

R-35

R-45

---

---

Roof

R-30

R-45

R-60

---

---

WWR

18%

30%

50%

70%

---

Lighting

Low Standard

Best Practice

LED

W/ linear
control

Windows

Double
glazing

DG – exterior
shading, 1.5m

Triple glazing

---

W/ linear
control
DG – interior
shading
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Figure 51. Results of simulations for the wall, roof, and WWR sections.
An interesting trend with the wall insulation is that the higher the insulation value is, the higher the EUI.
This is due to the walls increased ability to retain thermal energy inside the building and the generally
greater need for cooling than heating in the warm LA climate. This trend does not hold with the final
building because the DOAS system is able to remove the excess heat during cooling hours without the need
for active cooling. The roof area is relatively small compared to the wall area so upgrades to the roof
insulation provide poor reduction in EUI. Window-to-wall ratio had the widest range of energy performance
out of any other building system. The small the window area, the better the energy performance.

Figure 52. Results of the simulations for the lighting and window options.
Lighting systems had the second largest range of energy performance between options behind WWR.
Putting a linear control system in every room provided a similar reduction in EUI as changing low standard
lightbulbs to standard LED lights. Linear control systems reduce energy consumption but would be
expensive to put in every room. Using interior or exterior shading over a double-glazed window performed
better than just a triple-glazed window and at a much cheaper price point.
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Figure 53. Comparisons between the base building with IECC 2000 energy code standards, the “best
practice” options defined by Design Builder, and the final design choices.
By changing the construction, lighting, openings, and HVAC templates from IECC 2000 to “best practice”
as defined by Design Builder, the EUI was reduced by 27.2%. The final design created further reduced the
EUI from the base case by 40.8%. These reductions in energy consumption reduce the number of solar
panels that are required to reach net-zero energy.
7.6 LIFE CYCLE
The construction management part of our team, Grace Brekke, calculated the life-cycle cost of our structure
broken down by stage and then by material. This gives us particular insight into the payoff period of our
design decisions as well as information about our material selection. The results of our life-cycle analysis
can be found in Table 11 and After this, she calculated it by material, found in Error! Not a valid
bookmark self-reference..
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Table 12. Grace first calculated it by life stage of the building, found in Table 11.
Table 11. Life Cycle Analysis by Life Stage
Life Stage

Life Cycle

Materials

84.8%

Transportation

7.6%

Construction

3.5%

Waste Processing

4.1%

After this, she calculated it by material, found in Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference..
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Table 12. Life Cycle Analysis by Material
Material

Life Cycle

Doors/Windows

38.1%

Ready-Mix

33.5%

Insulation

21.4%

Wood

7%

The results of this test indicate that much of the life-cycle cost of our building is an up-front materials cost.
It also confirms that our selection of locally sourced materials resulted in a relatively low transportation
carbon impact. In terms of materials, a major finding was that the concrete was a significant source of lifecycle cost. Although doors/windows and insulation were also relatively high, these are absolutely essential
to the building. Concrete, on the other hand, could have been cut down by eliminating the large concrete
podium on the design. It seems that the thermal massing it provides, as well as architectural aesthetic, is not
sufficient to offset its environmental and financial cost. Using more wood-frame construction would be
result in a lower life-cycle cost.
7.7 BUDGET ANALYSIS
Our project budget limit is based on previous low-income public housing budgets. We determined our
project budget with RSMeans. We found that our building would cost $4,511,018.75 to construct. This is
12.5% more than a minimally code compliant building because of the expensive energy efficient measures
we included in our building. This was an expected difference because a highly efficient building with PV
array will have a higher up-front cost in exchange for lower operating cost. If this building were to actually
be built, the builders could apply for special low-income housing grants from the city to reduce the cost.
7.8 WATER CONSUMPTION
Water consumption was evaluated by using the flow rates of each fixture and the average use of each fixture.
According to California law, the water consumption must be less than 55 gallons per day per person, but
we will aim to minimize the water consumption as much as possible while keeping the design cost-effective.
We found from our tests that the daily consumption of water per person was 48 gallons. While this is
compliant with California law, we were slightly disappointed that it was not significantly lower than code
compliance because of our selection of low-flow fixtures.
7.9 SPECIFICATIONS TABLE
Table 13 shows our final specifications table updated from our previous specifications table, Table 3. Our
previous specifications table reflected some of our previous design (when we were designing a singlefamily home), which we adjusted to reflect our attached housing design. We also changed the table to reflect
the specifications that research indicated were most relevant to our design. We eliminated some of the
specifications related to the theoretical design that we could not test (including time to construct, structural
analysis, and appearance survey), as well as certain elements that would normally be set by on-site building
managers (including air changes/hr and indoor humidity). We also added certain specifications that more
accurately reflect the performance of our building, including life cycle assessment, water usage in gallons,
and total energy generation.
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Table 13. Updated Specifications Table
Spec
#
1
2
3
4
7
8
11
12

Specification
Description
Energy Use
Intensity (EUI)
Energy
Generation
Insulation
Efficiency
Cost Analysis
for Project
Environmental
Impact
Analysis
Lighting
Power Density
Cost of
Mechanical
Systems
Size
Water Usage

Requirement
or Target
(Units)
15
kBtu/sqft/year
65,000 kWh/yr
R-20

Actual

Tolerance

22.91
kBtu/sqft/year
67,000
kWh/yr
First Floor
Wall: R-20
Second Floor
Wall: R-29

Risk Compliance Pass/Fail

Min.

M

A, S

Pass

Min

H

A, S

Pass

Min.

L

S

Pass

$4.5 million

$4,511,018.75

Max.

H

A

Pass

300

79 kg
CO2e/m2

Max.

H

A

Pass

0.034 W/sqft

0.025 W/sqft

Max.

L

A, S

Pass

$100,000

$280,320

Max.

H

A, S

Fail

30,000 sqft
55
gal/person/day

11,875 sqft
48
gal/person/day

Max.

L

A

Max.

L

A

Pass
Pass

As seen in Table 13, we passed the majority of our specifications. We exceeded the EUI, generated more
energy than we consumed (indicating that we achieved net-zero status), had a highly insulated building
envelope, had a low embodied carbon environmental impact, had low lighting power density, low water
usage, and adhered to the competition guidelines for size. We were not on our budget, but this was only
$11,018.75 over budget, which we determined was acceptable for our estimation due to rounding, estimates,
and changes in labor costs from year to year. We were far over budget on our mechanical system, most
likely because we had to buy so many outdoor units to span the building. However, because we were still
approximately on budget for the entire building, we deemed this acceptable as this indicated that we made
up the difference in other parts of the budget.
7.10 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE TESTING
We recommend setting deadlines for architectural work so that the load calculations and building energy
performance modeling can be performed early in the design process. Because our team was still iterating
on the architectural design, we had to use preliminary designs to size equipment and then later go in and
model the final design after the competition. This would also allow final solar testing to be performed with
data that reflects the final architectural design.
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We highly recommend taking one or both of the courses offered by Cal Poly that teach how to use Design
Builder or Trace. We lacked formal training in this software, which made it very difficult to ensure we were
on the right track or that our modeling was accurate. This modeling software were very comprehensive and
detailed in their inputs. If you do not know the correct inputs or make assumptions when it is not appropriate,
then you will get an inaccurate building model. This is most likely why our final Design Builder model
(performed after a team member had training with the software) was so different from the preliminary
Design Builder model performed early in the design process. Similarly, the training provided by the Solar
Decathlon for REM/Rate, Ekotrope, and OpenStudio should be used. Prior to building the Trace model, we
recommend building an Excel document with the room take-offs. This is one file that contains all the
necessary details of the building to accurately model it in Trace. When possible, we advise using traditional
software like Excel, as we found this was a very helpful software in our process.
8. PROJECT MANAGEMENT
The Solar Decathlon team developed a structure around the Microsoft platform to see the completion of the
Solar Decathlon design competition. Utilizing Outlook, Teams, and OneDrive, we ensured that each
teammate was responsible for their respective tasks. During fall quarter, we focused on researching all the
aspects of the competition and the potential strategies to develop our net-zero energy construction. From
the end of fall quarter until the end of winter quarter, we began collaborating with architecture, construction
management, and city regional planning students, to start designing the attached housing development. The
verifying calculations for loads and energy modeling were completed during the end of winter quarter. Then
at the beginning of spring quarter, we presented our final design portfolio to the juries of the competition.
Testing and designing are still in progress for delivering our final report at the end of Spring 2021.
8.1 METHOD OF APPROACH
The team consisted of five mechanical engineering, three architecture, one construction management, and
one city regional planning students. One mechanical engineering student was designated to be the project
manager of the team. Every week there were four meetings: one with architecture and city regional planning,
one with mechanical engineers, one with project sponsors, and one general meeting with every team
member. In addition to these meetings, incorporating the weekly status report helped maintain the
productivity and efficiency throughout the project.
Because the scope of the project was very large, delegating tasks were vital to the completion of the
competition. The architecture students had complete creative freedom throughout the project, so they
generated the floor plans and building layouts of our development. The mechanical engineering students
were tasked to select the MEP systems, which includes the heating ventilation and air-conditioning system,
electrical systems, and the plumbing systems, as well as the building science layers (insulation and wall
layers). The construction management student was tasked to develop the life cycle, carbon impact of the
building and the overall budget of the project. The city, regional planning student was tasked with the
research regarding building codes and regulations of the city we were building in as well as the template of
our design portfolio. With the delegation of tasks and the role of the project manager, we were able to
complete the major deadlines of the project listed in, leading up the submission of the design portfolio and
final presentation, where
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Table 14 contains the specific week-by-week details leading up to the major submissions.
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Table 14. Week-by-week Schedule to Solar Decathlon Completion
Architecture
(ARCH)

Mechanical
Engineering
(ME)

2/15-19

Refine
renderings,
final
poster layout

2/22-26

Physical model
preparation and
presentation
materials for
finalist round

3/01-3/05

Presentation
materials for
finalist round

3/08-3/12

Presentation to
college, Final
review

3/15-3/19

Architecture to
add
mechanical/
plumbing
systems
Coordination,
Finalize all
details
for design
Final review
before
submission

Meeting with DMG,
Jason (HVAC
equipment selection),
water heating system
chosen and developed
Analysis:
HVAC Load
Energy Performance
Solar Energy
Performance
Electrical, Lighting
Plumbing (EnergyStar)
Envelope
(PHIUS+2021)
Analysis:
HVAC Load
Energy Performance
Solar Energy
Performance
Electrical, Lighting
Plumbing (EnergyStar)
Envelope
(PHIUS+2021)
Start modeling HVAC
ductwork and pipework
and plumbing
on drawings
Coordination with
HVAC and ARCH

3/22-3/26

3/29-3/30

Softwares
we are
using:

Rhino
Revit
Climate
Consultant
Sefaira

City
Regional
Planning
(CRP)
Templates
for portfolio
documents
created

Construction
Management
(CM)

All-Team

First iteration
of budget

Project Proposal
Submitted

Community
/Site
analysis

Cost analysis

Portfolio
template

Life-cycle cost
estimation

Interdisciplinary
Review

Environmental
impact
Interdisciplinary
Review

Final coordination with
HVAC and ARCH

Final
Interdisciplinary
Review

Final review before
submission

Design Portfolio
Due

Trace 700
Design Builder
Open Studio
HelioScope
Energy Star
PHIUS+2021

InDesign
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One Click
LCA
RS Means

Microsoft Teams
Outlook
Microsoft Project

9. CONCLUSION
This document is intended to define the scope of the project and provide updates to the design process and
the choices made. The goal of our project is to design affordable attached housing for low-income areas of
California that meet net-zero energy standards while competing in the 2021 Solar Decathlon Design
Challenge. Our senior project group and fellow competition teammates from the Architecture, City
Regional Planning, and Construction Management departments used. Using our prior knowledge,
background research, and design intuition, we met all the goals set out by the competition requirements.
The final deliverable of the competition was the Final Design Portfolio on March 30, 2021.
We found that our integration of the local social conditions into our design was successful and a highlight
of the project. Similarly, consideration of the local climate and environment performed well in the
competition (e.g. consideration of dense urban environments, pollutants, and native plants). Our VRF
system performed well and generated energy savings, but was not as creative as it seemed the jurors would
have preferred. Our building envelope provided a highly insulation thermal control barrier, but we found
that more focus on newer building technology might have performed better at the competition. Overall, we
designed a very practical and buildable structure, but lacked some of the creativity that the jurors seemed
to be looking for.
During our design process, we ran into some issues with workflow, in particular, waiting for certain
elements of the architectural design to be finalized so we could perform energy modeling or size and place
the equipment. However, this is very representative of the industry experience, and by communicating
continuously with other disciplines, we were able to mitigate this issue. We found communicating with
industry experts and professors with expertise in building energy performance modeling, solar design, and
HVAC design was invaluably helpful. By reaching out early in the design process, we were able to make
several very important connections who either offered their expertise or offered to connect us with someone
else who could help us.
We designed an affordable, net-zero attached housing structure that satisfied all and even surpassed some
of the requirements of the competition. We submitted the Final Design Portfolio, 20-minute video
presentation, and competed in the Solar Decathlon competition weekend (albeit virtually). Our design
performed strongly and was a finalist in our division, but it was not selected as the winning design.
Nonetheless, we learned a lot about designing net-zero structures, solar design, and energy efficient
mechanical design.
9.1 RECOMMENDATIONS
We have several recommendations for future teams at Cal Poly who are trying to compete in the Solar
Decathlon. These include recommendations regarding the structure of the team, technical aspects of the
design, and succeeding at the competition.
In terms of project management, teams should be assembled early and begin with a strong design direction.
Because we started as team of mechanical engineers in what is mainly an architecture competition, we had
very little direction until we were able to find architecture students to join our team. In winter quarter, we
were also able to find city & regional planning as well as construction management students to participate.
Having the entire team assembled at the very beginning would have given us more time to finalize certain
elements of our design early so we could get started on the mechanical design or solar layout. In particular,
we found that having multiple construction management students would have made a stronger team. Several
teams at the competition had multiple (if not mostly) construction management students. Because they learn
about eco-friendly construction methods and materials, they have a significant wealth of knowledge about
some of the more niche aspects of the competition (e.g. source control, embodied carbon impact, etc.).
Furthermore, this would have alleviated the burden on the single construction management student on our
team, as she was the only one who had any experience doing a budget analysis and life cycle assessment.
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In general, having a larger team seemed to be advantageous (the winning team from our division had 38
students on it), although this would pose a significant project management obstacle. We also recommend
having a strong team lead who is willing to dedicate a significant amount of time to the project and has
strong communication and organizational skills. We had this on our team and felt this was integral to our
success. Communication and organization from all members were also essential to completing our design.
Having clearly defined deliverables from every team member, with appropriate time given for each task,
helped us complete the many modelling, testing, and design stages on time. We recommend contacting
industry professional and professors with expertise in the relevant fields early and communicating regularly
with them throughout the project. We found a wealth of people who were willing to help us and offer their
unique expertise to our project. The Solar Decathlon also offers the option of collaborating with an industry
partner. If you wish to compete with an official Solar Decathlon industry partner, they will provide you
with the brief of what they want you to design and guidance on specifications like budget, site, and
minimum energy performance. While this does provide more structure than designing completely from
scratch, it does significantly limit the team’s creative license on the design.
In terms of technical recommendations, we found that using local materials significantly decreased the
embodied carbon impact associated with the transportation of construction materials. We also recommend
integrating designing the structure for the characteristics of the local climate and environment. For example,
our area had high levels of pollutants and the urban heat island effect, so we focused certain elements of
our engineering and architectural design on mitigating these. Our integration of native plants to the area in
the landscaping was successful in demonstrating our consideration of the local environment. The design
should also include consideration to the local social conditions (e.g. lower incomes, levels of education,
etc.). We recommend analyzing each material for source control, as this was something the jurors focused
on heavily when reviewing our project.
We learned a lot about the structure of the competition and the relative weight that jurors place on various
design elements. Because the Solar Decathlon is a research-based competition, we saw that the jurors really
valued creative solutions, even if they were not entirely feasible. The winning team from the attached
housing division had a very creative HVAC solution, which seemed to be the main attraction of the
engineering design. They also showed significant integration with the needs and characteristics of the area
they were building in. Another key takeaway from the competition weekend is to justify every aspect of
our design. In particular, jurors focused on the justification for the amount of concrete that we integrated
into our design. Concrete is not a very good insulator and has a relatively large embodied carbon impact.
We decided that this was outweighed by the thermal massing the podium provided, cheap cost of
construction, and division of public and private areas of the structure. However, having numeric
justification for this would have made our argument stronger. Much of the competition weekend is focused
on your ability to defend your design choices. Keeping a document of your choices, motivations behind
those choices, and comprehensive analysis to back up your design decisions makes this easier. Although
we did this for much of the design (e.g. analyzing the difference in cost and energy usage of solar collectors
vs heat pump water heaters, testing different windows on energy performance, etc.), the smaller nature of
our team prevented us from doing this for every single design decision. This is where having a larger team
would yield an advantage.
More detailed recommendations for future teams can be found in our User Manual for future teams
competing in the Solar Decathlon, in Appendix Y, as well as our final recommendation write-up to our
sponsors in our Verification Prototype folder.
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9.2 NEXT STEPS
For future sponsors and teams competing in the Solar Decathlon, we advise turning this into a club, making
it an interdisciplinary senior project, or making it an HVAC concentration senior project. Although students
might be less invested in a club than a senior project, this would eliminate the need to turn in other
documents and deliverables while trying to complete the very daunting design portfolio. This would also
set the team up for competing the Build Challenge rather than just the Design Challenge. It would create a
continuity of information and knowledge within the club rather than having students learn the software,
construction materials, and net-zero design elements, only to graduate. We found it difficult to line up this
competition’s deliverables with the traditional Mechanical Engineering senior project timeline and
deliverables. Future sponsors should recruit students early from architecture, mechanical engineering, civil
engineering, landscape architecture, and construction management. There should also be more structure set
up for delegation and deliverables, as this is a very comprehensive competition.
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APPENDIX A: HOUSE OF QUALITY

1

APPENDIX B: GANTT CHART
ID

Duration

Start

Register for competition

14 days?

Thu 10/1/20 Tue 10/20/20

2

Write project summary

96 days?

Thu 10/1/20 Thu 2/11/21

3

Write design narrative/proposal

1

Task
Mode

Task Name

Assignment Owner

Finish

Predecessors

99 days

Thu 10/1/20 Tue 2/16/21

4

Complete building science training courses provided by competition

99 days?

Thu 10/1/20 Tue 2/16/21

5

Finalize design goals

99 days?

Thu 10/1/20 Tue 2/16/21

6

Finalize division selection

99 days?

Thu 10/1/20 Tue 2/16/21

7

Describe the neighborhood and/or community setting

99 days?

Thu 10/1/20 Tue 2/16/21

8

Summarize the lot location, size, shape, orientation, and relationship to road(s)

99 days?

Thu 10/1/20 Tue 2/16/21

9

Summarize the intended occupants and their characteristics

99 days?

Thu 10/1/20 Tue 2/16/21

10

Describe how the building impact design constraints

99 days?

Thu 10/1/20 Tue 2/16/21

11

Describe local climate

99 days?

Thu 10/1/20 Tue 2/16/21

12

Summarize building science considerations

99 days?

Thu 10/1/20 Tue 2/16/21

13

Describe how existing codes influence building design and competition goals

99 days?

Thu 10/1/20 Tue 2/16/21

14

Plan for completing design portfolio

1 day?

Tue 2/16/21 Tue 2/16/21

132 days?

Thu 10/1/20 Fri 4/2/21

1 day?

Thu 10/1/20 Thu 10/1/20

15
16

Complete design portfolio
Building Envelope, Interior

17

Wall details

1 day?

Thu 10/1/20 Thu 10/1/20

18

Window details

1 day?

Thu 10/1/20 Thu 10/1/20

19

Door details

1 day?

Thu 10/1/20 Thu 10/1/20

20

Floor details

1 day?

Thu 10/1/20 Thu 10/1/20

21

Roof details

1 day?

Thu 10/1/20 Thu 10/1/20

50 days

Mon 1/18/21Fri 3/26/21

22

Mechanical

23

Trace 700 model

30 days

Mon 1/18/21 Fri 2/26/21

24

Design Builder model

30 days

Mon 1/18/21 Fri 2/26/21

25

HVAC equipment location

5 days

Mon 3/1/21 Fri 3/5/21

26

Mechanical plans

10 days

Mon 3/8/21 Fri 3/19/21 25

27

Mechanical schedules

5 days

Mon 3/22/21 Fri 3/26/21 26

28

24

25 days

Mon 3/1/21 Fri 4/2/21

29

Fixture locations

5 days

Mon 3/1/21 Fri 3/5/21

30

Plumbing plans

3 days

Wed 3/10/21 Fri 3/12/21 29

31

Plumbing schedules

3 days

Mon 3/15/21 Wed 3/17/2130

32

Piping system layouts

7 days

Thu 3/18/21 Fri 3/26/21 31

34

Piping system design

5 days

Mon 3/29/21 Fri 4/2/21

116 days

Thu 10/1/20 Thu 3/11/21

Electrical and lighting plans

110 days

Thu 10/1/20 Wed 3/3/21

Electrical and lighting schedules

6 days

Thu 3/4/21 Thu 3/11/21 36

35
36
37
38

Plumbing

Electrical

116 days

Thu 10/1/20 Thu 3/11/21

39

Energy Performance
HERS index

116 days

Thu 10/1/20 Thu 3/11/21

40

EUI target documentation summary

116 days

Thu 10/1/20 Thu 3/11/21

41

Summarize major inputs

111 days

Thu 10/1/20 Thu 3/4/21

42

Envelope characteristics

111 days

Thu 10/1/20 Thu 3/4/21

43

Lighting Power densities

110 days

Thu 10/1/20 Wed 3/3/21

44

Plug load densities

110 days

Thu 10/1/20 Wed 3/3/21

45

HVAC sizing capacities

110 days

Thu 10/1/20 Wed 3/3/21

46

HVAC system efficiencies

110 days

Thu 10/1/20 Wed 3/3/21

47

Overview equipment schedules

116 days

Thu 10/1/20 Thu 3/11/21

32

48

Architecture

126 days

Thu 10/1/20 Thu 3/25/21

49

Façade

116 days

Thu 10/1/20 Thu 3/11/21

50

Final Plans

10 days

Fri 3/12/21 Thu 3/25/21 49

39 days

Mon 2/1/21 Thu 3/25/21

51

Construction Management

52

Cost Analysis

12 days

Mon 2/1/21 Tue 2/16/21

53

Market Analysis

14 days

Wed 2/17/21 Mon 3/8/21 52

54

Scalability

4 days

Tue 3/9/21

55

Affordability

4 days

Mon 3/15/21 Thu 3/18/21 54

56

Life cycle assessment

5 days

Fri 3/19/21 Thu 3/25/21 55

57

City Regional Planning

Fri 3/12/21 53

27 days?

Thu 1/28/21 Fri 3/5/21

58

Site Analysis

11 days?

Thu 1/28/21 Thu 2/11/21

59

Focus group with community members

1 day?

Fri 3/5/21

Fri 3/5/21

60

Generate project images

129 days?

Thu 10/1/20 Tue 3/30/21

61

Make presentation slides

139 days?

Thu 10/1/20 Tue 4/13/21

62

Record presentation

134 days?

Thu 10/1/20 Tue 4/6/21

Project: SolarDecathlonCompet
Date: Sun 2/21/21

, '20
Oct 4, '20
Oct 11, '20
Oct 18, '20
Oct 25, '20
Nov 1, '20
Nov 8, '20
Nov 15, '20
Nov 22, '20
Nov 29, '20
Dec 6, '20
Dec 13, '20
Dec 20, '20
Dec 27, '20
Jan 3, '21
Jan 10, '21
Jan 17, '21
Jan 24, '21
Jan 31, '21
Feb 7, '21
Feb 14, '21
Feb 21, '21
Feb 28, '21
Mar 7, '21
Mar 14, '21
Mar 21, '21
Mar 28, '21
Apr 4, '21
Apr 11, '21
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Task

Milestone

Project Summary

Inactive Milestone

Manual Task

Manual Summary Rollup

Split

Summary

Inactive Task

Inactive Summary

Duration-only

Manual Summary

Page 1

2

Start-only

External Tasks

Deadline

Path Predecessor Summary Task

Progress

Finish-only

External Milestone

Path Predecessor Milestone Task

Path Predecessor Normal Task

Manual Progress

Slippage

APPENDIX C: PUGH MATRIX-HVAC

3

4

5

APPENDIX D: PUGH MATRIX-POWER SYSTEM

6

APPENDIX E: STRUCTURAL/WINDOWS

7

APPENDIX F: PUGH MATRIX-BUILDING ENVELOPE

8

9

APPENDIX G: GENERAL HOUSING IDEATION SESSION

10

11

12

APPENDIX H: BRAIN STORM

13

APPENDIX I: BRAIN DUMP

14

APPENDIX J: JAMBOARD GROUP BRAIN DUMP SESSION

15

APPENDIX K: JAMBOARD BRAIN WRITING

16

17

18

19

20

21

APPENDIX L: WEIGHTED DECISION MATRIX

22

APPENDIX M: WEIGHTED DECISION MATRIX CONCEPT DESIGN SKETCHES

23

24

25

26

APPENDIX N: FUNCTION PROTOTYPES

27

28

29

30

31

APPENDIX O: SOLAR PANEL CALCULATIONS
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APPENDIX P: DESIGN HAZARD CHECKLIST
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APPENDIX Q: INDENTED BILL OF MATERIALS
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APPENDIX R: DESIGN BUILDER PRELIMINARY SIMULATION RESULTS
Description
Baseline – all zones, no window shading, 30% glazing, triple pane windows
Without community center, storage, or parking
With window shading
18% Glazing
Double Pane
Taking out stairwells
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Cooling Load (kBTU/hr)
590
525
483
470
470
406.87

APPENDIX S: DESIGN VERIFICATION REPORT
DVP&R - Design Verification Plan (& Report)
Project:

F46 Solar Decathlon

Sponsors:

Jacques Belanger and Kim Shollenberger

Edit Date: 5/19/2021

TEST PLAN
Test
#

Specification
1

1

2

2

TEST RESULTS

Acceptance
Required
TIMING
Analysis Description
Parts Needed Responsibility
Numerical Results
Criteria
Software
Start date Finish date
Simulate the heating and cooling loads Meets power TRACE 700, Design N/A
Erich and
2/2/2021 3/10/2021 Design Builder Results:
for our final buiding and HVAC design produced by Builder
Ashley
Total design heating
PV system.
capacity: 108 kBtu/hr,
Total design cooling
capacity: 174 kBtu/hr;
TRACE 700: Total design
heating capacity: 93
kBtu/hr, Total design
cooling capacity:134
kBtu/hr
Analyze solar PV system for best and worst case
Helioscope
N/A
Ian
2/2/2021 3/1/2021
Annual Production w/
worst case power production
meets
maximum amount of
minimum
panels: 49.3 MWh
power
Annual Production with
requirement
roof-only array:
37.7MWh

Notes on Testing
This data uses annual design
data.

These tests use TMY3 (typical
meteorological year) weather
data to simulate a year of
production. More design
options are evaluated but
these are the min/max.

3

Test insulation combinations to
Meets
Opaque
determine energy lost through building PHIUS
envelope
insulation
recommenda
tions

N/A

Carina

4

Model building energy to determine
HERS rating

HERS index
score of 0

N/A

Erich

5

Analyze life cycle of building to
determine carbon footprint and
building circularity

0.009 metric One Click LCA
tons per sqft
(LEED
certification)

N/A

Grace

2/22/2021 tbd

By Life-Cycle Stage: A1- Two methods of calculating
A3 Materials - 84.8%, A4 results: life-cycle stage or
Transportation - 7.6%,
material
A5 Construction - 3.5%,
C3-C4 Waste Processing
- 4.1%, By Material:
Doors and Windows 38.1%, Ready-Mix 33.5%, Insulation 21.4%, Wood - 7%

Analyze cost of building to determine
project budget.

$7 million
max

N/A

Grace

2/8/2021

3/1/2021

$4,511,018.75

Max 55
Excel
gallons per
person per
day as
required by
California
Law (Senate
Bill 606 and
Determine ventilation requirements of Meets
Excel
building.
ASHRAE
62.1
ventilation
requirements
.

N/A

Ian

2/8/2021

2/25/2021 Daily consumption per
person: 53.73 gallons,
yearly consumption:
784385 gallons

N/A

Khanh

2/2/2021

3/10/2021 2 bed ADA: 150 cfm
2 bed non ADA: 176 cfm
1 bed ADA: 114
1 bed non ADA: 111 cfm
studio 1: 55 cfm
studio 2: 54 cfm
community space: 441
cfm youth center: 274
cfm laundry: 216 cfm

Simulate energy consumption of
building to get EUI and compare to
initial excel analysis

N/A

Erich

4/1/2021

5/11/2021 Site EUI of 17.88
[kBtu/ft^2]

3

REM/Rate

2/8/2021

3/10/2021 R-29 on second floor; R- 2x6 stud framing 16" oc,
20 on first floor; R-17 on cavity insulation, rigid board
foundation
insulation. Second floor
surpasses R-27 PHIUS
reccomendation; First floor
does not quite meet Title 24
standard of R-21 (although we
are aiming to meet Title 24 on
performance).
2/22/2021 3/30/2021 Without PV: HERS = 46 HERS of -3 indicates we
With PV: HERS = -3
achieved net-zero status

4

5

RSMeans

This budget is 12.5% higher
than a minimally codecompliant building.

6

Determine water consumption of
building.
7

8

Site EUI
below 36
[kBtu/ft^2]

Design Builder

9

Based on fixture/appliance
flow rates and average time
of use data

Done using an annual
simulation of the model. The
simple HVAC option was
chosen because errors were
arrising from the detailed
settings.
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Print Date:

APPENDIX T: DFMEA
This contains our DFMEA for our theoretical design, as advised by our faculty advisor. Because we are not actually building a 12-unit
apartment complex, we did not need to actually implement these recommended actions.
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APPENDIX U: DRAWING PACKAGE
This drawing package was made with the help of the architectural team. They produced the
architectural renders and floor plans, which we then drew over to make the mechanical plans. It
includes the Revit plans that we submitted as part of our Verification Prototype. It also includes
the cut-sheets of all materials, which a builder would need to carry out our design.

Figure U.1. Isometric Rendering from Architecture Team

Figure U.2. Front View Rendering from Architectural
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Figure U.3. First Floor Mechanical Plan
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Figure U.4. Second- Floor Mechanical Plan

40

Figure U.5. Third-Floor Mechanical Plan
41
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APPENDIX V: BUDGET & IBOM
This contains the final iBOM for the theoretical build as well as the actual budget for our project.
Because this was a virtual deliverable, we had no costs associated with the production of our
project. Similarly, we have no item or part numbers or vendors.
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Item

Purchaser

Procurement Process

Cost

Application Fee

Team

Purchased using Cal Poly pro card from the Solar
Decathlon portal

$100

Revit

---

Available through Cal Poly virtual labs or student
access

$0

Revit Family Files
for LG Components

---

Downloaded from LG website

$0

Revit Architecture
File

---

Provided by the architecture side of the team

$0

Floorplan PDF

---

Provided by the architecture side of the team

$0

Design Builder

---

Available through Cal Poly remote desktop

$0

Trace 700

---

Available through Cal Poly remote desktop

$0

Helioscope

---

Available in free trial

$0

Opaque

---

Available through Cal Poly

$0
Total Cost
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$100

APPENDIX W: RISK ASSESSMENT
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APPENDIX X: TEST PROCEDURES
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Performed by: Ashley Kim and Erich Fenczik Warnock
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APPENDIX Y: USER MANUAL
Because the only users for our design are the residents living there and that does not require instructions,
we were advised to write a user annual for future teams competing in the Solar Decathlon by our faculty
advisor.
Step 1) Assembling a Solar Decathlon team
The Solar Decathlon competition emphasizes the interdisciplinary nature of a successful team. Ideally, a
team would have several architecture students, construction management, civil engineers, and mechanical
engineers. However, there is no set requirement for how many of each major to include. To be as successful
as possible, recruit as many students as you can to your team. Many of the teams that compete are ones that
have 20 or more people and have been working on their design for over a year. The more people you have,
the more in-depth your design will be. We recommend having at least 4 architecture, 3 engineering, 3
construction management, 1 landscape architecture, 1 structural engineering, and 2 city and regional
planning students.

Figure 54. Solar Decathlon portal
Step 2) Selecting a category to compete in
There are seven categories of buildings to potentially compete in: Suburban Single-Family Housing, Urban
Single-Family Housing, Attached Housing, Mixed-Use Multifamily Building, Elementary School, Office
Building, and Retail Building. There are several factors that might impact your decision to compete in a
certain category over another; for example, if you have more than one architecture student competing on
the team for independent studio credit, it will be harder for them to receive credit for simpler designs, like
single family housing. Select a category that is feasible for the size of your team.
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Step 3) Reaching out to industry partners, professional, or professors
We recommend reaching out to individuals who have expertise in the fields involved in the Solar Decathlon.
For example, on the mechanical engineering side, we reached out to several professors in the HVAC
concentration who were able to connect us with sales engineers to help us select equipment. There are
several professors who have competed either in the build competition or the design competition and have
information about how the designs are evaluated. To be more successful, we recommend reaching out to
these industry or professional partners as early as you can. Connecting with these professionals will provide
useful guidance for where your design goes and reduce the amount of time you spend researching.
Step 4) Getting started on the design
The timeline of the competition forces teams to lock certain decisions in early on, which might result in
limiting your future options (e.g. it is hard to make space for different equipment requirements when the
architectural layout has already been decided). The key to being successful in this competition is to figure
out the make-up of your team and the narrative of your design as quickly as possible. We found that a strong
narrative and community connection is very important in guiding your design work and in being more
effective in the competition. Additionally, it is crucial to make sure that each sub team of the solar decathlon
is communicating frequently to minimize parts of your design that clash with one another, like deciding the
plenum space in the architectural design without knowing the requirements of the HVAC system.
Step 5) Completing the design
There is several necessary software to complete a successful Solar Decathlon design. Several of these are
available through Cal Poly and others are available through the Solar Decathlon (under resources). On the
engineering side, we recommend using Helioscope for solar panel layout and modeling, Revit for MEP
drawings, Opaque for wall section renderings, One Click LCA for the life cycle cost analysis, REM/RATE
for the HERS score evaluation, and either Trace or Design Builder for the HVAC simulation. The images
below demonstrate how we used this software in our design. Once the design has been completed, you must
produce a Design Portfolio. We recommend using InDesign for compiling this portfolio, with one assigned
person to produce the final document for consistency (although it will be a major undertaking for this
person).
In completing the design, be as creative as possible with the architecture and engineering. For example, the
team that won this past year had a very novel way of heating and cooling their building by utilizing their
towns abandoned coal mines as a thermal reservoir. This competition rewards creativity over practicality.
We recommend researching novel engineering and architectural designs.
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Figure 55. Opaque rendering of wall section

Figure 56. Revit rendering of mechanical layout
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Figure 57. Helioscope for solar planning
Step 6) Competing in the Solar Decathlon
For the Solar Decathlon, it is very important to be aware of the deadlines throughout the competition. Using
the OneDrive calendar and having a team lead that continuously reminded the rest of the team of these
important dates worked for our team. For the submissions, especially for the design narrative, starting at
least a couple of weeks before the submission date is recommended. Make sure you leave enough time to
make your documents cohesive rather than segmented due to each team member’s writing style. The
competition weekend involves a live presentation with a Q&A afterwards with jurors. They will evaluate
the design based on ten competitions and assign winners in each category as well as a grand residential
winner and grant commercial winner.
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